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Investment Highlights 

Q1 revenue was $2.5 million versus our $3.1 million estimate. We have lowered our 
2022 revenue estimate to $14.8 million (from $20 million) to reflect the slower than 
expected start to the year. We expect deployments in the logistics and health care 
markets to be key drivers of enterprise deployments this year. We also expect the 
company will sign additional development contracts with aerospace/defense and 
consumer/enterprise focused customers setting up OEM production sales in 2023.   
 
Vuzix has worked with five major defense contractors on waveguide-based products, 
a key investment area for the U.S and its allies. The company indicated it is set to add 
three more customers in the coming months and to begin development work that lasts 
into next year. The challenge has been the long-lead time involved in this type of 
work, but once deployment begins production runs can be long and very profitable 
For instance, late last year the company delivered pre-production waveguide units for 
helmet-mounted display to a global Tier 1 aerospace and defense firm. We estimate 
a production contract could generate $10 to $15 million over a multi-year time frame. 
We believe Vuzix is pursing multiple opportunities in the defense market, particularly 
in heads-up and helmet-mounted displays that would be at least as large as the Tier 1 
deployment already mentioned. Importantly, its 10-year non-compete agreement in 
the U.S. military market expires in mid-June giving it the freedom to be more 
aggressive in this space.  
 
Vuzix announced it will be expanding its waveguide capacity both in response to 
customer indications of interest and to make itself the number one choice of 
waveguides in the OEM market for industrial and consumer use. This investment is 
modest, a few million dollars, and will expand capacity, lower costs and enable a 
more robust feature set than the current product. We believe Vuzix can be one of the 
leading suppliers of waveguides and that this investment will enhance that capability.  
 
The balance sheet is strong, with over $113 million in cash, plenty to fund the cash needs of the company for almost five years based 
on the 2021 burn. The recently announced $25 million share buyback weakens the balance sheet, reducing the runway by a year, and 
provides very little support for the stock, in our view. 

 
Price Target Methodology.  Our $15 price target values the company’s smart glasses and waveguide businesses at a significant 
discount to recent market transactions in the smart glasses space of $775M to $2B and $500M to $542M in the waveguide market (see 
page 2). 
 
Risk Analysis Risks to achieving our price target include continuing negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the overall 
economy, changes to business practices in the medium and long-term due to the COVID-19 pandemic, potential competition from 
Apple and Facebook, increased competition from Google and RealWear, ability to deliver new products on time and manufacturing 
costs as sales ramp. 

Vuzix Corporation (NASDAQ: VUZI) 

 
Buy: Q1 Review 

   
Q1 revenue was lower than expected as customers delayed purchases due to their 

supply-chain issues. We expect an acceleration in revenue in the second half and 

increased OEM activity to result in continued growth in 2023. We reiterate our Buy 

recommendation of Vuzix and $15 price target. 

 

James McIlree, CFA 
561-237-2709 

jmcilree@dawsonjames.com 
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Actual v Estimates. 

 

Q1 revenue was less than we forecast as customers delayed purchases due to issues with their supply chains and continued turmoil 
in the market. Gross margin was better than we forecast and operating expenses were lower than our estimates. This resulted in an 
EBITDA loss meaningfully better than we had modeled. We expect Q2 results to look similar to Q1.  
 

Q1 22 Actual v Estimates 

 
Source Vuzix Corporation and Dawson James Securities estimates 

 

Valuation 

Our price target is based on recent market transactions in the smart glasses and waveguide markets. These are two distinct markets, 
and Vuzix has important and meaningful positions in both of them. 
 
In the smart glasses market, Pico Interactive was acquired by ByteDance (parent of TikTok) in August of 2021 for a reported $775 
million. In October of 2021, Magic Leap raised $500 million at a reported $2 billion valuation. The average of these two transactions 
is $1.4 billion. Financial data for each is not available, but we believe revenue for Magic Leap is minimal.  
 
In the waveguide market, DigiLens raised $50 million in November 2021 at a $500 million valuation and in May of 2021 Snap 
purchased Wave Optics for cash and stock totaling $541.8 million. The average of these transactions is $521 million. Revenue is 
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not available for either of these companies but we believe they are minimal. Snap has stated revenue from Wave Optics was not 
material relative to its results.   
 
Combining the average transaction value of $1.4 billion for smart glasses with the $521 million average transaction value for 
waveguides results in a combined target of $1.9 billion, or $30 per share after adjusting for the company’s $129 million cash 
balance. However, we have discounted this sharply, to $15, to reflect the risk of competition by larger and better capitalized 
competitors, the time it may take to bring products to market, the risks COVID has for the growth of the economy and potential 
Federal Reserve actions to combat inflation. 
 
Risk Analysis 

Risks to achieving our price target include continuing negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the overall economy, 
changes to business practices in the medium and long-term due to the COVID-19 pandemic, potential competition from Apple and 
Facebook, increased competition from Google and RealWear, ability to delivery new products on time and manufacturing costs as 
sales ramp. 
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Exhibit 1. Income Statement  

($ in 000’s except per share data) 

 

 
 

Source: Vuzix Corporation and Dawson James Securities estimates 
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Exhibit 2. Balance Sheet and Cash Flow Statement  

($ in 000’s) 

 

 
 

Source: Vuzix Corporation and Dawson James Securities estimates 
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Important Disclosures: 

 

Price Chart: 
 

 
 

 

Price target and ratings changes over the past three years: 
Initiated – Buy – December 21, 2021 – Price Target $15.00 
Update – Buy – January 6, 2022 – Price Target $15.00 
Update – Buy – March 4, 2022 – Price Target $15.00 
Update – Buy – May 11, 2022 – Price Target $15.00 
 
 

Dawson James Securities, Inc. (the "Firm") is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA") and the Securities 
Investor Protection Corporation ("SIPC").  
 
The Firm does not make a market in the securities of the subject company(s). The Firm has not engaged in investment banking 
relationships with the subject company in the prior twelve months, as a manager or co-manager of a public offering and has not received 
compensation resulting from those relationships. The Firm may seek compensation for investment banking services in the future from 
the subject company(s). The Firm has not received other compensation from the subject company(s) in the last 12 months for services 
unrelated to managing or co-managing of a public offering. 
 
Neither the research analyst(s) whose name appears on this report nor any member of his (their) household is an officer, director, or 
advisory board member of these companies. The Firm and/or its directors and employees may own securities of the company(s) in this 
report and may increase or decrease holdings in the future. As of April 7, 2022, the Firm as a whole did not beneficially own 1% or 
more of any class of common equity securities of the subject company(s) of this report. The Firm, its officers, directors, analysts, or 
employees may affect transactions in and have long or short positions in the securities (or options or warrants related to those securities) 
of the company(s) subject to this report. The Firm may affect transactions as principal or agent in those securities.  
 
Analysts receive no direct compensation in connection with the Firm's investment banking business. All Firm employees, including the 
analyst(s) responsible for preparing this report, may be eligible to receive non-product or service-specific monetary bonus compensation 
that is based upon various factors, including total revenues of the Firm and its affiliates as well as a portion of the proceeds from a broad 
pool of investment vehicles consisting of components of the compensation generated by investment banking activities, including but 
not limited to shares of stock and/or warrants, which may or may not include the securities referenced in this report.  
 
Although the statements in this report have been obtained from and are based upon recognized statistical services, issuer reports or 
communications, or other sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we cannot guarantee their accuracy. All opinions and estimates 
included in this report constitute the analyst's judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. 
 

Information about valuation methods and risks can be found in the "Valuation" and "Risk Analysis" sections of this report. 
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The securities of the company discussed in this report may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives 
and financial position. This report is offered for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or 
sell any securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such would be prohibited. Additional information is available upon request. 
 
 

Ratings Definitions: 

 

1)   Buy: the analyst believes the price of the stock will appreciate and produce a total return 
of at least 20% over the next 12-18 months; 

2)  Neutral: the analyst believes the price of the stock is fairly valued for the next 12-18 
months; 

3) Sell: the analyst believes the price of the stock will decline by at least 20% over the next 
12-18 months and should be sold. 

 
The following chart reflects the range of current research report ratings for all companies, followed by the analysts of the Firm. The 
chart also reflects the research report ratings relating to those companies for which the Firm has performed investment banking 
services. 

 

Current as of 26-Apr-22       

  

Company 

Coverage   

Investment 

Banking   

Ratings Distribution # of Companies % of Total # of Companies 

% of 

Totals 

Market Outperform (Buy) 32 74% 4 13% 

Market Perform (Neutral) 11 26% 0 0% 

Market Underperform (Sell) 0 0% 0 0% 

  Total 43 100% 4 9% 

 

Analyst Certification: 
 
The analyst(s) whose name appears on this research report certifies that 1) all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his 
(their) personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; and 2) no part of the research analyst's compensation 
was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this 
research report; and 3) all Dawson James employees, including the analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report, may be 
eligible to receive non-product or service-specific monetary bonus compensation that is based upon various factors, including total 
revenues of Dawson James and its affiliates as well as a portion of the proceeds from a broad pool of investment vehicles consisting of 
components of the compensation generated by investment banking activities, including but not limited to shares of stock and/or warrants, 
which may or may not include the securities referenced in this report. 
 

 

 


